S E E CLE AR ER. D RIVE SA FER

1 IN 5 DRIVERS CAN’T SEE THE ROAD PROPERLY AT NIGHT1
We are all spending more time on the road but the same problem comes
up every time we are behind the wheel: we don’t feel as comfortable when
driving at night.
Lights at night can create reflections and glare on our spectacles. Glare
can come from all directions and different sources (headlights, traffic
lights, street lamps), turning the driving experience into an inconvenience
more than a real pleasure.
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Up to 90% less reflections when driving at night5
To help you be as safe and confident as possible, Essilor has introduced
a new driving solution.
Crizal® Drive makes it more comfortable by providing enduring clarity of
vision through better lens performance during the day and at night.
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ROAD SAFETY STARTS WITH GOOD VISION
Essilor has partnered with the Federation Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA) to increase awareness
and highlight the importance of good vision for road safety.
Find more on: fia-checkyourvision.essilor.com
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For more information ask your optician or visit: www.essilor.co.uk
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